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Abstract. We propose a method and a first authoring tool to assist the design 

and implementation of diagnostic techniques. This method is independent from 

the domain and allows building more than one technique at once. The method is 

based on knowledge representation and a semi-automatic machine learning al-

gorithm. We tested the method in two domains, surgery and reading English. 

Techniques built with our method beat the majority class in terms of accuracy. 
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1 Introduction 

In Technology Enhanced Learning (TEL) systems, knowledge diagnostic is the pro-

cess of inferring a student model using traces collected from a TEL system during the 

interactions with the learner. Traces are the record of all actions or interactions of the 

student with the TEL system. Knowledge diagnostic can be used to adapt the behavior 

of a TEL system to the learner, like providing feedback or choosing the next exercise 

to practice. A diagnostic technique is a way to do knowledge diagnostic (i.e. infer a 

student model), like knowledge tracing [4] or constraint-based [12]. 

A complex and expensive task is the design and the implementation of diagnostic 

techniques. Actual methods usually require manual work and strongly depend on a 

particular diagnostic technique. The problem we address is to propose a more generic 

method to build and evaluate more than just one diagnostic technique.  

The content of this paper is organized as follows: previous work and motivations, 

presentation of our methodology of assistance, experimental results and conclusion. 

2 Related work and motivations 

There are two main approaches for building diagnostic techniques: manually through 

authoring tools, and automatically though machine learning. Firstly, authoring tools 

are environments allowing building a TEL system without programming everything. 
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Some include the design of a diagnostic technique: rules in Eon [11], Model Tracing 

in CTAT [1], and Constraint-based in ASPIRE [9]. These systems often require to 

design several components of the TEL system (like the interface), and using existing 

components like complex interfaces is limited. They support only one diagnostic 

technique. Secondly the goal of machine learning is to instantiate a generic diagnostic 

technique to a given domain using students’ traces. The result is an instantiated or 

learned diagnostic technique. Some authors discussed this approach for bug libraries 

[13], Item-to-Item Theory [5], cognitive modeling [7][2]. The main issues of the re-

sults of unsupervised algorithms are their interpretability for humans, their plausibil-

ity, and thus their utility. These algorithms can learn only one diagnostic technique. 

None of these approaches allow building different kinds of diagnostic. This paper 

addresses this issue. Our proposition is based both on authoring tools and machine 

learning, aiming to reduce implementation cost but also to keep the interpretability 

and the utility of the instantiated diagnostic techniques. Motivations include easing 

the implementation of diagnostic techniques, the comparison of techniques over sev-

eral datasets, and the choice of one technique for an existing or a new TEL system. 

3 Semi-automatic machine learning method 

 

Fig. 1. Schema of the interaction between the user and the platform. 

We present in this section our methodology, which we implemented in a first plat-

form. The problem is to assist a designer to instantiate a set of diagnostic techniques 

for his/her domain, as defined in introduction, thanks to traces. The set of techniques 

is generic (independent to the learning domains). Instantiate them means to find in 

traces the different variables required to infer a student model. For instance, what are 

the skills of the domain, the steps involving each skill? 

We addressed two problems. First, the format of traces is unknown and traces may 

be incomplete. We propose to add semantic to the traces with an ontology of the do-

main knowledge. Then, design each diagnostic technique independently may be too 

fastidious for a designer. We propose a machine learning algorithm to instantiate a set 

of generic techniques using traces. The set of techniques is stored into the platform 

using a common representation. Currently the techniques are: Knowledge Tracing [4], 

Additive Factor Model [3], Constraint-based [12], and Control-based [8]. 

First we propose to the designers to define an ontology of the domain knowledge, 

and the ontology is mapped to the traces. The ontology does not depend on a diagnos-

tic technique, and does not have to be complete. The goal is to describe variables in 

the traces and complete the traces. We impose two main classes in the ontology: ob-

servable elements and knowledge elements. All new classes inherit of one of these 



two. The second step is to map the ontology to the traces. Classes or individuals in the 

ontology are associated by the designer to variables or elements in the traces. Several 

variables in the traces can be associated to one class in the ontology. 

The machine learning algorithm works in three steps. First it associates the varia-

bles in the traces to the variables required by each diagnostic technique, using the 

ontology and the mapping from the ontology to the traces. Thus, each variable of each 

technique is mapped to the corresponding elements in the traces. Then it extracts all 

possible values of the variables in the traces. Finally it learns the required parameters 

such as the probabilities of the Hidden Markov Model used by Knowledge Tracing. 

The results depend on the ontology. Our assistance is iterative: user shall start with a 

basic ontology and complete it until results (the learned techniques) are satisfying. We 

show below how the platform directly helps to evaluate the learned techniques.  

4 Experiments and results 

We applied our approach in two domains, using students’ traces. The first set of traces 

was collected with TELEOS [8] in orthopedic surgery. We got 2695 correct or incor-

rect interactions (actions) with the tutor. The second set of traces were collected with 

the Reading Tutor [10]. We got 240,204 words read fluently or not by a student. 

We computed and compared in cross validation how well the instantiated tech-

nique fit the traces, by measuring their predictive accuracy, i.e. the percent of good 

predictions at time t of the student’s answer at time t+1 (like correct or not). Almost 

all accuracies beat the majority class (correct actions for TELEOS, words read fluent-

ly for Reading Tutor), meaning that the learned diagnostic techniques are more accu-

rate than always predicting the majority class (Table 1). 

Table 1. Results for TELEOS and Reading Tutor. 95% confidence intervals in parentheses. 

Diagnostic 

techniques 

Knowledge 

Tracing 

Additive Factor 

Model 

Constraint-

based 
Control-based 

Majori-

ty class 

TELEOS 71% (±2,7%) 70% (±2,8%) 73% (±3,6%) 75% (±3,3%) 54% 

Reading Tutor 78% (±3,2%) 78% (±3,9%) 72% (±4,1%) 74% (±3,5%) 74% 

5 Conclusion 

We proposed a methodology and a first platform for assisting the design and devel-

opment of different knowledge diagnostic techniques. Our work is independent both 

from the domain and the diagnostic techniques, allowing building and comparing 

more than one diagnostic technique. This is new as far as we know. Our method is 

based on a semi-automatic machine-learning algorithm, driven by an ontology. Re-

sults showed accuracies over the majority class in two domains, surgery and reading. 

Unlike existing tools, our method is independent from each diagnostic technique, 

and aims to increase interpretability and utility of learned techniques thanks to the 

semi-automatic approach. The tradeoff is that a manual work for building the ontolo-

gy is still required. Choosing a diagnostic technique depends on the goal of the de-



signer, in term of pedagogical strategies implemented in the TEL system, and it is not 

clear when and why a technique is better than another, as shown in [6]. Our assistance 

platform can make easier to try, test and compare different techniques. 

Future work includes evaluating our platform on more domains, improving the in-

terface of our platform to test its usability, and assisting the design of the ontology. 
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